coast details rubberbanded together in "Cape Alava" filecards
It seemed like an unlikely...

the rim of the war
coastal timber: as if the continent had overflowed with green, the
stacked upright along here.
excess here.
Prokosch:

"It's a cold sonofagun out here at night looking for lights. You're lucky I'm on day watch."
The coastline as permanent collision.
the very brow of the planet (ocean horizon)
The Pacific is the blue mammoth among features of this planet. Attempt the sum of the area of its water—nine thousand miles across from the Philippines to Panama, 0000 from the Bering sea to Cape Horn—and it adds up to more than all the earth's land surfaces.

Its average plumb is greater than the height of most of our mountains, more than two and a half miles.
It borders itself with the highest hedge in the world... (Alaskan forest)